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I.

Write true, if the statement is correct and false, if it is not.
1. There is collusion among firms in monopolistically competitive market.
2. The demand curve for oligopolists is perfectly elastic.
3. A perfectly competitive firm earns normal profit in the long-run.
4. There is entry and exit barrier in oligopoly.
5. The unemployment rate is the ratio of the number of unemployed to the number of
employed.
6. Full time students are out of the labor force.
7. Government policy is a cause for the emergence of monopoly power.
8. There is single seller in monopolistically competitive markets.

II.

Choose the best answer from the given alternatives.

9. A product offered by a monopolistically competitive firm is
A. homogenous
B. distinctive

___________.

C. differentiated
D. either homogenous or differentiated

10. If a perfectly competitive firm’s marginal revenue is above marginal cost, the firm is,
A. Is its profit maximizing or loss minimizing level of output.
B. is advised to reduce it’s output in order to maximize profit or minimize loss.
C. is advised to expand it’s output in order to maximize profit or minimize loss.
D. the firm is enjoying with a positive economic profit.
11. The Shutdown point of a perfectly competitive firm in the short-run corresponds to the
point where the market price is equal to the

______________.

A. average cost

C. maximum of the average variable cost

B. average fixed cost

D. minimum of the average variable cost

12. The demand curve of a perfectly competitive firm is,
A. Perfectly inelastic.

C. above average revenue.

B. Perfectly elastic.

D. indeterminate.

13. Which one of the following is true about the relationship of marginal revenue (MR) and
average revenue (AR) of a pure monopolist?
A. MR is always above AR.
B. AR can be negative but MR is always positive.
C. MR can be negative but AR is always positive.
D. Both MR and AR are upward slopping curves.
14. Which one of the following features is true about a monopolistically competitive market
structure?
A. There is single seller.

C. There is non-price competition.

B. There is considerable entry and exit barrier.

D. Firms are interdependent.

15. Differentiated products are,
A. Similar but not identical products.
B. Products with no close substitutes.
C. Products with enough close substitutes.
D. Identical products.
16. A perfectly competitive firm’s marginal revenue is alwaysequal to,
A. average cost C. marginal cost.
B. the market price.

D. total revenue.

17. Suppose Hiwot is unemployed after leaving her previous job in search of better job. Hence
she is,
A. Frictionally unemployed.
B. Structurally unemployed.

C. cyclically unemployed.
D. out of the labor force.

18. Most of Ethiopian graduates spent their time without a job after graduation, they are
A. Frictionally unemployed.

C. cyclically unemployed.

B. Structurally unemployed.

D. seasonally unemployed.

19. Most youths of Addis Ababa city became unemployed in search of job only in Addis
Ababa instead of taking the available job in the countryside of Ethiopia. Hence, they are,
A. Frictionally unemployed.
B. Structurally unemployed.

C. cyclically unemployed.
D. out of the labor force.

20. Which one of the following is a cause of structural unemployment?
A. Voluntary switching of job

C. Entrance to the labor force

B. Seasonality of works

D. Change in technology

21. Which one of the following people are included in the labor force?
A. Children below the age of 15

C. Disables who can undertake any paid job

B. People in correctional institutions

D.Full time students

22. The unemployment rate is the ratio of the number of unemployed to the
A. number employed

C. inflation rate

B. total labor force

D. gross domestic product

.

23. Which one of the following is considered as component of capital government expenditure
in Ethiopia?
A. expenses on national defense

C. salaries of civil servants

B. expenses on consumables

D. expenses on construction of dams

24. A stage of business cycle that is characterized by minimum level of national output,
income and investment with maximum level of unemployment rate is ______________.
A. peak/boom
B. depression/trough

C. recession/contraction
D. expansion/recovery

25. Unemployment caused by change in technology is categorized under___________.

III.

A. frictional unemployment

C. cyclical unemployment

B. structural unemployment

D. seasonal unemployment

Match statement in column A with their corresponding term in B.

A
26. Up and down fluctuation of economic activity

B
A. Frictional unemployment

27. The sum of the employed and unemployed

B.Business cycle

28. Unemployment caused by seasonality works

C. Cyclical unemployment

29. Unemployment caused by absence of vacancy

D. Structural unemployment

30. Unemployment caused by permanent shift

E. Labor force

in pattern of demand
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